Authorities in South Florida were responding early Thursday to a "partial building collapse," the Miami-Dade Fire Rescue said. The scene is in Surfside, a few miles north of Miami Beach. [cnn.it/3qmBKda](https://cnn.it/3qmBKda)
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Temperatures across the Pacific Northwest have spiked to unheard-of levels while populations struggle to cope.

Numerous locations in Oregon and Washington state have broken all-time records by large margins.

Here's what's causing record temperatures in the Pacific Northwest

An exceptional weather pattern and climate change have cooked up a heat wave unmatched in regional intensity.

[washingtonpost.com](https://washingtonpost.com)
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Tokyo reports 673 new #COVID19 cases today. Numbers seem to be creeping up since lifting the state of emergency.

Olympics opening ceremony now 22 days away...

NHKニュース @nhk_news · Jul 1
東京都新型コロナ673人感染　重症者50人超に6月11日以来 #nhk_news www3.nhk.or.jp/news/html/2021...

Covid cases surge while vaccines stagnate in Africa, as experts urge greater global contribution

Covid cases surge while vaccines stagnate in Afric...
African nations are bracing for what is expected to be the continent’s worst wave of Covid-19 yet, wit...
cnbc.com

Shouting “Freedom” and other anti-government slogans, hundreds of Cubans took to the streets in cities around the country on Sunday to protest food and medicine shortages, in a remarkable eruption of discontent not seen in nearly 30 years.

Cubans Denounce ‘Misery’ in Biggest Protests in Decades
The rallies, widely viewed as astonishing for a country that limits dissent, were set off by economic crises worsened by the pandemic.
BREAKING: Texas House Democrats plan to flee the state in move that could block voting restrictions bill, bring Legislature to a halt

Texas House Democrats flee the state in move that could block voting ...
A majority of Democrats in the Texas House left for Washington, D.C., Monday afternoon in a bid to again deny Republicans the quorum needed to pass new ...

https://mobile.twitter.com/TexasTribune/status/1414635126710013960

National Weather Service 🌪️ @NWS · Jul 20
Smoke from wildfires across the western US and southern Canada is resulting in air quality issues as far east as portions of the Upper Midwest and even the Northeast US.

The smoke will also mean hazy skies & spectacular sunsets for many.

weather.gov for more!

https://twitter.com/NWS/status/1417559150922551299
Davi Dblees
@Davi_Dblees

Replying to @NWS

noaa has some good visualizations here also:
rapidrefresh.noaa.gov/hrrr/HRRRsmoke/

https://twitter.com/Davi_Dblees/status/1417585696991109121

NBC News @NBCNews · Jul 27

LIVE BLOG: January 6 committee hearing:

Police officers to give firsthand account of Capitol riot.

Live updates: Police officers give firsthand account of Capitol riot
At times wiping away tears, four officers detailed the repeated violent attacks by the pro-Trump mob. Rep. Adam Kinzinger, a Republican, w...

https://twitter.com/nbcnews/status/1419987438185877506?lang=en
The aftermath of the devastating German #floods has brought communities together with volunteers working tirelessly to support flood victims. @UTSFASS journalism student @TannaNankivell, herself stranded in Bremen since the start of the pandemic, reports.

German flood victims not alone as community answers the call - Cent...
Ralf Breuer is buoyed up because the ice-cream truck has just made the rounds for the day and he's starting to find his second wind for th... centralnews.com.au

LIVE: Wildfires burn on the Greek island of Evia

pscp.tv
Built and trained at a two-decade cost of $83 billion, Afghan security forces collapsed so quickly and completely that the ultimate beneficiary of the American investment turned out to be the Taliban. They grabbed guns, ammunition, helicopters and more.

Billions spent on Afghan army ultimately benefited Taliban
WASHINGTON (AP) — Built and trained at a two-decade cost of $83 billion, Afghan security forces collapsed so quickly and completely — in some cases ...

https://twitter.com/jenanmoussa/status/142768444136161285

John Wessels @wesselsjohn1 · Aug 20
Failed Promises - Rainy Season - Keur Massar, 2021. #dakar #senegal #flooding #summer #afp #afpphoto #photojournalism #climate

https://twitter.com/wesselsjohn1/status/1428747781808742413
Anti-Lockdown Protesters Clash with Police in Australia
Thousands of anti-lockdown protesters in Australia have clashed with police. There have been clashes in Melbourne, while many arrests ha... voanews.com

Catastrophic #FLOODING In Tennessee And North Carolina Highlights 3 Messaging Challenges gpwx.news/zjeul #GPWX
Catastrophic Flooding In Tennessee And North Carolina Highlights 3 ... While attention was focused on Hurricane Henri, catastrophic flooding devastated parts of the South. Here's why you may not have known. forbes.com
Anger, Despair Grip Haiti a Week After Quake as Aid Slow
Tensions in Haiti were rising Saturday about a lack of aid to remote areas hardest hit by last week’s earthquake that killed more than ...

Thousands Leaving Hong Kong, Teachers Quit Amid Security Law and Pandemic
Hong Kong has seen an alarming reduction in its population over the last 12 months, as people leave in the wake of the pandemic and the...
Green Bean @iamgreenbean · Aug 23
A million acres burned already as California enters peak fire season
#CaliforniaWildfires #climatecrisis #DixieFire #CaldorFire #BootlegFire

Photos: A million acres burned already as California enters peak fire season
Images of the Caldor fire and the Dixie fire, driven in part by warming temperatures and worsening drought.
🔗 latimes.com

https://twitter.com/iamgreenbean/status/1429978756614037523

American Psychiatric Association @APAPsychiatric · Aug 23
“I mean, I’m in therapy. I go to therapy pretty religiously,” - @Simone_Biles

👏👏 Simon Biles for continuing to share her story and using her platform to destigmatize mental illness and normalize seeking treatment.

Biles: Mental health advocacy part of post-Olympic tour
Simone Biles didn’t plan for her second Olympics to become a flashpoint in the evolving conversation about the role proper mental ...
🔗 apnews.com

https://twitter.com/APAPsychiatric/status/1429871073143689218
Michelle Ye Hee Lee 🧔 @myhlee · Aug 24
2 Afghan athletes who were scheduled to compete in Tokyo Paralympics have been safely relocated from Afghanistan. Paralympics officials said athletes are receiving counseling for trauma and there are no plans for them to compete in the Games at this time, @juliaminuma reports.

https://twitter.com/myhlee/status/1430364495637979147

BreakThrough News @BTnewsroom · Aug 24
External intervention in the Horn of Africa has created chaos & misery for its people. And it continues today in Ethiopia where Western imperialism is fueling a civil war, says former Ethiopian diplomat Mohamed Hassan.

WATCH @RaniaKhalek’s latest:
youtu.be/YeewxLzOedg

https://twitter.com/BTnewsroom/status/1430303919700422657

The Voice of America 🧔 @VOANews · Aug 25
Afghanistan Evacuation Efforts Intensify Amid Reports of Taliban Searches for Journalists

Evacuation efforts for Afghan journalists are stepping up amid reports that Taliban fighters have been searching the homes of some media...

https://voanews.com

https://twitter.com/VOANews/status/1430590801676013570
Teen Vogue 🌟@TeenVogue · Aug 26

“We are athletes and it is our craft, but we are human too.” ❤️

Simone Biles Praised Naomi Osaka For Speaking Up About Mental He...

“We are athletes and it is our craft, but we are human too.”

teenvogue.com

https://twitter.com/TeenVogue/status/1431739624548884483

CNN 🌟@CNN

President Biden says he stands by his decision to withdraw from Afghanistan: "It was time to end a 20-year war"

Biden stands by decision to withdraw from Afghanistan: "It was time to end a 2...

President Biden said he squarely stands by his decision to withdraw from Afghanistan.

cnn.com
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https://twitter.com/CNN/status/1431021640075431946
Supreme Court blocks Biden’s COVID-19 eviction moratorium for now

President Biden extended the eviction moratorium through October following a legal battle over whether health officials had the power to …

https://twitter.com/USATODAY/status/1431070580946530308

De Beers, National Geographic Form Partnership to Protect Botswana’s Okavango Delta

Mining giant De Beers and the National Geographic Society have announced a partnership to protect the waters and endangered …

https://twitter.com/VOANews/status/1431360874816675843
BREAKING: The Pentagon has announced a drone strike against the group that bombed the Kabul airport, ISIS-K. A spokesman for U.S. Central Command says the attack in Nangahar Province of Afghanistan is believed to have killed the target, who was not named in the statement.
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Ana Navarro-Cárdenas
@ananavarro

41 years ago, my family fled political upheaval and war in Nicaragua. Like so many of us before, this Afghan family will find a new home, refuge, opportunity, and freedom in this country. It makes our country stronger, richer.

Welcome to America, kids. 🇺🇸
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VIDEO: Nigerian schoolchildren kidnapped from an Islamic seminary three months ago are reunited with their parents after their gunmen captors freed them from forest hideouts

https://twitter.com/AFP/status/1431587365508710405

Nigeria, Russia Sign Military Agreement

Abuja and Moscow have signed an agreement for the former to buy nearly $1 billion in military equipment and services, Nigeria's ambassador to Russia ...

https://twitter.com/VOANews/status/1431481670041944067
Opinion: The House debates voting rights, and it’s Jim Crow all over again

The House debate on the John Lewis Voting Rights Advancement Act was a reprise of past legislative wars on voting rights.
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Voting is an act of resistance.所有权 . This morning we marched during the March on for #VotingRights to denounce voter suppression and advocate for fair ballot access for all. #VotingRightsMarch #VotingRightsMarchDC

11:58 AM · Aug 28, 2021 · Twitter for iPhone

https://twitter.com/msfuturejd/status/1431647448213204998
Thousands of people are expected to rally in Washington today, marking the 58th anniversary of the Rev. Martin Luther King Jr.’s historic “I Have a Dream” speech, and pursuing the decades-old fight to protect and expand access to the ballot.

Opinion: As Hurricane Ida approaches, covid-19 adds a layer of anxiety

The behaviors that we know prevent the spread of the coronavirus become extremely difficult, if not impossible, when a storm forces us to evacuate our ...
Fast but uneven spate of evictions loom after Supreme Court frees landlords to oust tenants

The Biden administration had tried to intervene but now many renters could face eviction in the coming days.

https://twitter.com/washingtonpost/status/1431687507851235330


As a former colleague who teaches AP says, “The name of the class is ‘AP US Government and Politics’ — why is there so much more government than ...”

https://twitter.com/washingtonpost/status/1431486691399901184